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Abstract Recent computational studies of two-phase flow suggest that the role of fluid-fluid interfaces
should be explicitly included in the capillarity equation as well as equations of motion of phases. The aim of
this study has been to perform experiments where transient movement of interfaces can be monitored and
to determine interfacial variables and quantities under transient conditions. We have performed two-phase
flow experiments in a transparent micromodel. Specific interfacial area is defined, and calculated from
experimental data, as the ratio of the total area of interfaces between two phases per unit volume of the
porous medium. Recent studies have shown that all drainage and imbibition data points for capillary pres-
sure, saturation, and specific interfacial area fall on a unique surface. But, up to now, almost all micromodel
studies of two-phase flow have dealt with quasi-static or steady state flow conditions. Thus, only equilibrium
properties have been studied. We present the first study of two-phase flow in an elongated PDMS micromo-
del under transient conditions with high temporal and spatial resolutions. We have established that differ-
ent relationships between capillary pressure, saturation, and specific interfacial area are obtained under
steady state and transient conditions. The difference between the surfaces depends on the capillary num-
ber. Furthermore, we use our experimental results to obtain average (macroscale) velocity of fluid-fluid
interfaces and the rate of change of specific interfacial area as a function of time and space. Both terms
depend on saturation nonlinearly but show a linear dependence on the rate of change of saturation. We
also determine macroscale material coefficients that appear in the equation of motion of fluid-fluid interfa-
ces. This is the first time that these parameters are determined experimentally.

1. Introduction

1.1. Specific Interfacial Area and Two-Phase Flow
A cornerstone of theories of two-phase flow in porous media is the capillary pressure-saturation, Pc-S, relation-
ship. It actually relates the difference in macroscale pressures of two immiscible fluids to the saturation of one
of the fluids. Almost always, it is measured under static conditions, and then it is used to model transient con-
ditions. It is well known that this relationship is hysteretic, and does not explicitly include any information on
the dynamics of the interfaces formed between the two phases. One may get many capillary pressure-
saturation curves, for the same porous medium and the same set of phases, but for different initial conditions
and/or different displacement processes. Following an approach based on volume averaging and rational
thermodynamics, Hassanizadeh and Gray [1990, 1993b] developed a macroscale theory of two-phase flow.
Using the volume averaging approach, they derived macroscale balance laws for masses, momenta, energies,
and entropies of fluid-fluid and fluid-solid interfaces [Gray and Hassanizadeh, 1989]. Their derivation made it
clear that in multiphase flow, one must take account of the thermodynamics of interfaces among phases in
order to be able to describe physicochemical processes in porous media. In particular, they derived the follow-
ing equation of mass balance for the interfacial mass between phases a and b.
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where aab [L21] is called specific interfacial area between a and b phases. It is defined as the total area of ab
interfaces within an REV divided by the volume of the REV. An REV (Representative Elementary Volume) of a
(macroscopically) homogeneous porous medium is the averaging volume for which the system properties
are insensitive to the changes in the averaging domain size. Further, Cab [ML22] is the macroscale interfacial
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mass density, defined as the total mass of all interfaces within an REV divided by the sum of areas of those
interfaces. The term aabCab w!ab

represents the total mass flux of interfaces within an REV, where w!ab
[LT21]

is the average velocity of those interfaces. The latter term (w!ab
) also represents the momentum associated

with interfaces per unit mass. Finally, the terms on the right-hand side of equation (1) account for the
exchange of mass between ab interfaces and the a-phase, b-phase, and abc-contact lines. It must be
stressed that all terms in equation (1) are macroscopic (i.e., REV-averaged) quantities. Similar balance laws
were derived for momentum, energy, and entropy of interfaces by Marle [1982] and Gray and Miller [2006].

The explicit introduction of interfacial properties into the theories of multiphase flow was a major departure
from traditional theories of two-phase flow in porous media. Specific interfacial area was considered to be a
state variable needed for the description of fluid flow dynamics. Balance laws were complemented by con-
stitutive equations and, by employing the rational thermodynamics approach; Hassanizadeh and Gray

[1990] derived Darcy-type equations for macroscale velocities of phases and interfaces. In particular, the fol-
lowing linear approximation was developed for the average velocity of fluid-fluid interfaces [see, e.g., Hassa-

nizadeh and Gray, 1993b]:

R
$wn w!wn5r!ðawn � rwnÞ1Wwnr!Sw (2)

where superscripts w and n denote wetting and nonwetting phases, respectively, R
$wn [ML23T21] is a resist-

ance tensor, rwn [MT22] is the interfacial tension of wn-interface, Sw is the wetting phase saturation, Wwn

[ML21T22] is a material coefficient, which may be a function of Sw and awn.

Equations (1) and (2) can be simplified if we assume that the interfacial mass density Cab and interfacial ten-
sion rwn are constant. This is a reasonable assumption for isothermal situations and in the absence of sur-
factants. For the sake of the current study, we consider one-dimensional flow on the macroscale. As a result,
equations (1) and (2) can be recast in the following forms [see, e.g., Niessner and Hassanizadeh, 2009]:
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where Ewn [L21T21] is the rate of production of fluid-fluid interfaces, kwn [L3T21] is the interfacial conductiv-
ity coefficient, and wwn [L21] is a material coefficient. All three parameters may still depend on Sw and awn.

In addition to governing equations for specific interfacial area, the rational thermodynamics approach also

led to new hypothesis for the capillary pressure. Results of the constitutive theory suggested that the capil-

lary pressure is not only a function of saturation, but should also depend on specific interfacial area [Hassa-

nizadeh and Gray, 1993a].They postulated that the hysteretic behavior of Pc-Sw relationship, where Pc stands

for capillary pressure, can be modeled by introducing fluid-fluid specific interfacial area as an additional

state variable. Based on this hypothesis, capillary pressure-saturation-specific interfacial area data points

from drainage and imbibition processes would fall on a unique surface. Such a surface can be described by

the following formula:

awn5awnðPc; SwÞ (5)

Henceforth, we refer to Pc-Sw-awn surface as the ‘‘interfacial area surface.’’ Also, unless otherwise stated with
the term ‘‘saturation,’’ we refer to the wetting phase saturation.

A growing number of numerical and experimental works have shown that under quasi-static conditions,
drainage and imbibition interfacial area surfaces (formed by data points from drainage and imbibition
experiments, respectively) coincide with each other, within the margin of experimental error. The earliest
studies were done by Reeves and Celia [1996], and Held and Celia [2001], who performed quasi-static pore-
network modeling and showed the uniqueness of interfacial area surface. A similar result was obtained by
Porter et al. [2009] using a Lattice-Boltzmann model. The first experimental evidence for the uniqueness of
interfacial area surface was provided by Cheng et al. [2004] and later by Chen et al. [2007] and Pyrak-Nolte
et al. [2008]. They performed two-phase flow experiments in a micromodel. A combination of pore-network
modeling and micromodel experimental studies was performed by Joekar-Niasar et al. [2009a, 2009b] and
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more recently by Karadimitriou et al. [2013]. All these studies have one thing in common; they considered
quasi-static conditions only. Under quasi-static conditions, the fluid-fluid interfaces do not move in the
porous medium.

The question one may ask is whether an interfacial area surface can be obtained under different transient
flow conditions, and if yes, whether it would coincide with quasi-static interfacial area surface. These ques-
tions were recently addressed by Bottero [2009] and Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh [2012]. Bottero [2009]
performed experiments in a small micromodel (network dimensions were 0.6 mm by 0.6 mm). The two fluid
phases were decane and nitrogen gas. She determined the average capillary pressure for the whole net-
work based on the average of curvatures of all interfaces within the network. The curvatures were obtained
from image analysis. Images were also used to determine network-scale saturation and interfacial area.
These quantities were obtained as a function of time in the case of transient experiments. She compared
the interfacial surfaces obtained under quasi-static and transient conditions and concluded that the differ-
ences were within measurement errors [Bottero, 2009, chap. 8]. One shortcoming of her study was that the
micromodel network size was too small; thus, boundaries may have affected the results. Joekar-Niasar and
Hassanizadeh [2012] investigated the above mentioned questions in a numerical study, using a dynamic
pore-network model. They determined the average capillary pressure, saturation, and specific interfacial
area for a pore network during transient flow as well as quasi-static conditions. The capillary pressure was
calculated as the average of local-scale capillary pressure (within the pores) weighted by the local interfacial
area. They also compared the interfacial area surfaces obtained under quasi-static and transient conditions,
and obtained results similar to Bottero [2009]. Although there was some difference between quasi-static
and transient interfacial area surfaces, they considered the differences to be negligible.

While there has been much work on the study of interfacial area surface (equation (5)), there has been very
little research related to the terms appearing in equations (3) and (4). The macroscale velocity of fluid-fluid
interfaces and its evolution with time (and/or saturation) have been studied only computationally, by means
of dynamic pore-network models [Lam and Horvath, 2000; Nordhaug et al., 2003; Joekar-Niasar and Hassaniza-
deh, 2012]. Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh [2011] found that the macroscale interfacial velocity has a linear
relationship with the rate of change of saturation. They also calculated coefficients kwn and wwn, and plotted
them as a function of saturation. But, up to now, there has been no experimental study of any of those quanti-
ties. In this work, we present the first experimental results on the determination of wwn, Ewn, kwn, and wwn.

1.2. Micromodels and Two-Phase Flow
An overview of various issues related to micromodels and their use in two-phase flow studies, such as net-
work generation, fabrication materials and methods, visualization methods, and different applications, was
given in Karadimitriou and Hassanizadeh [2012]. They defined a micromodel as ‘‘an artificial representation
of a porous medium, made of a transparent material. This fluidic device bears a pore network, with features
on the microscale, and an overall size of up to a few centimeters.’’

Micromodels have been mostly used in studying displacements of two immiscible fluid phases in porous
media [Avraam et al., 1994; Baouab et al., 2007; Chang et al., 2009; Corapcioglu et al., 2009; NagaSiva et al.,
2011; Blois et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2013a, 2013b]. Processes of drainage and imbibition, as well as the
mechanisms that dominate them, like viscous or capillary fingering and snap-off, have been studied using
micromodels [Zhang et al., 2011; Ferer et al., 2004; Grate et al., 2010; Guti�errez et al., 2008; Hug et al., 2003;
Rangel-German and Kovscek, 2006; Huh et al., 2007]. Recently, two-phase flow studies were performed using
photo-resist micromodels that had flow patterns based on stratified percolation [Cheng, 2002; Pyrak-Nolte
et al., 2008; Cheng et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011]. In those studies, distributions of the two
phases in the pore network during quasi-static drainage and imbibition were visualized. Phase saturation
and interfacial area could be determined using image processing, and the relationship between phase satu-
ration, capillary pressure, and specific interfacial area under quasi-static conditions was investigated.

1.3. Present Study
The main objectives of this study were to visualize and investigate pore-scale movement of phases and
interfaces under transient conditions and to determine new macroscale (average) interfacial quantities
under transient conditions. We performed our experiments in an elongated micromodel, using a custom-
made visualization setup. One difficulty with micromodel studies is that the macroscale capillary pressure
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cannot be measured experimentally. One can measure macroscale fluid pressures by using selective pres-
sure transducers [e.g., as in Bottero et al., 2011]. But, under transient conditions, the difference in macroscale
fluid pressures is not equal to macroscale capillary pressure. So, an important question is how to determine
macroscale capillary pressure in transient experiments. Under static conditions, the pore pressure of each
phase can be assumed to be constant everywhere and equal to the pressure of its corresponding boundary
reservoir. This means that the local capillary pressures at fluid-fluid interfaces—and thus the average capil-
lary pressure—are all equal to the difference in boundary reservoirs pressures. But, this cannot be assumed
under transient flow conditions. Pressures of fluids within the pores vary with time and space. Capillary
pressures at different interfaces will be different from each other and will not be equal to the difference in
boundary reservoirs pressures. Currently, there is no easy way of measuring local pressure or capillary pres-
sure within the pores. But, we can determine the local capillary pressure at an interface from its curvature
using Young-Laplace equation. This requires knowing the two principal curvature radii of the interface. But,
our visualization method provides planar images only. So, only the planar curvature can be determined
from image processing because there is no optical way of visualizing the micromodel in depth. Commonly,
researchers have assumed the in-depth radius of curvature to be equal to half the depth of the micromodel
[Cheng et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2007; Pyrak-Nolte et al., 2008]. This means that the contribution to the local
capillary pressure was assumed to be the same for all interfaces (as the micromodel depth is constant every-
where). But, this is an approximation that can introduce many inaccuracies, especially for wider pores where
the depth would be the dominant dimension. In this work, we determine the hidden curvature differently,
with the only assumption being that the contact angle is the same in both directions, as explained shortly.
We have done this by using images of the fluids distribution at any given time. After determining local-
scale capillary pressures for all interfaces at a given time, we followed the approach of Joekar-Niasar and
Hassanizadeh [2012] and obtained the macroscale capillary pressure as the area-weighted average of local-
scale capillary pressures. At the same time, using pore-scale images, we determine (average) specific interfa-
cial area and saturation over the same REV. These results are used to obtain interfacial area surfaces (Pc-Sw-
awn surfaces) under different transient conditions. These are then compared to each other and to the quasi-
static Pc-Sw-awn surfaces, which had been obtained for the same micromodel.

Because the movement of interfaces in time and space was monitored, we could also determine the macro-
scale velocity of fluid-fluid interfaces. By doing the averaging over moving REV domains along the whole
micromodel, we could determine the macroscale interfacial velocity as a function of time and space. These
results were used to determine material coefficients kwn and wwn as a function of saturation. Furthermore,
the rate of production of interfaces within an REV was calculated under transient conditions. These results
show the dependence of macroscale interfacial velocity and production rate of interfaces on saturation and
its rate of change. This is the first time that such macroscale two-phase flow properties have been deter-
mined experimentally.

2. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup consisted of the micromodel, a visualization system to track the movement of the
interfaces over the whole network at any given time, and a pressure measurement system that measures
the external pressures at the boundaries. A brief description of various parts is given below. For more
details, please refer to Karadimitriou et al. [2012].

2.1. Micromodel
The micromodel used in this work was the same micromodel used in the work of Karadimitriou et al. [2012].
It was an elongated PDMS micromodel, with overall dimensions of the pore network being 5 3 30 mm2.
The pore network topology was generated using Delaunay triangulation, as it is considered to be a good
approximation to a natural porous medium [Heiba et al., 1992]. Pore bodies were cylinders and the pore
throats were parallelepipeds. In planar view, pore bodies were seen as circular and pore throats as rectangu-
lar. All pore elements had a rectangular cross section. The pore network had a total of 3000 pore bodies
and nearly 9000 pore throats. The pore network depth was constant everywhere and it was measured to be
40 lm. We have determined the size of an REV to be around 5 3 7 mm2 [Karadimitriou et al., 2013]. So, our
pore network was considered to be nearly 4 times the size of an REV. The micromodel was silanized before
its use so as to make it uniformly and stably hydrophobic.
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2.2. Visualization System
The whole experimental setup is shown in Figure 1. It consists of the visualization system and pressure mea-
surement components. The visualization system is actually an open-air microscope. Major components of
the optical setup were (number refers to parts shown in Figure 1): (1) a collimated LED light source
mounted with an objective lens F 3.2/105 mm, (2) a prism (Edmund Optics) with dimensions of 50 mm 3

50 mm, (3) a SONY Sonnar F1.8/135 mm magnifying lens, (4) a box containing three beam splitters (Edmund
Optics) with dimensions of 35 mm 3 35 mm, and (5) four 5-Megapixel cameras (Prosilica GC-2450). The
micromodel designated with (A) was placed horizontally on a stage between the light source and the prism.
The input and output holes of the micromodel were aligned with the holes of an inflow reservoir desig-
nated with (B) and an outflow reservoir designated with (C), respectively. The beam splitters created four
identical images of the pore network and its fluids. The images were captured by four cameras, each focus-
ing on one fourth of the pore network. Thus, the whole network and fluids distribution could be monitored
continuously.

2.3. Pressure Measurement and Control
As immiscible fluid phases we used water and Fluorinert (FC-43). Fluorinert is a colorless, fluorine based,
and inert liquid (refraction index, n 5 1.291). It is 4.7 times more viscous, and 1.86 times heavier, than water
(l 5 4.7 3 1023 Pa*s, q 5 1860 Kg/m3). The interfacial tension between water and Fluorinert is 58 mN/m.
Because PDMS is a hydrophobic material, water was the nonwetting phase and Fluorinert was the wetting
phase. Reservoirs B and C (see Figure 1) were filled with Fluorinert and water, respectively. At exactly the
same level as the level of the micromodel, two pressure transducers (Kulite XTL-190M-0,7B-D) were
installed, one in each reservoir, to measure the fluid pressures. These transducers were connected to a dif-
ferential pressure controller (Bronkhorst), and the pressure controller was connected to a computer. In this
way, it was possible to set, measure, and control the differential pressure between the two reservoirs at any
instant. The controller was calibrated in a way that the maximum pressure difference that could be meas-
ured was 27 kPa, with an accuracy of 25 Pa. The pressure controller was used to adjust the pressure in the
nonwetting phase reservoir. The pressure in the wetting phase reservoir was always atmospheric. By
increasing the pressure of the nonwetting phase reservoir, drainage could be initiated. At the end of, or dur-
ing, a drainage event, imbibition could be brought about by reducing the pressure of the nonwetting phase
reservoir.

2.4. Limitations of the Micromodel
In a granular porous medium, there is a three-dimensional network of corners, through which the wetting
phase remains connected and can flow out to the wetting phase reservoir. This can lead to a low irreducible
wetting phase saturation. This is not the case with the quasi-two-dimensional micromodels, such as the one
used in our experiments. The solid phase that is separating pores forms islands (see solid triangles in Figure
2). The corners formed around the edges of an island and top/bottom sides of the micromodel are not

Figure 1. The experimental setup for the visualization of the elongated micromodel: (1) LED light source mounted with an objective lens.
(2) Prism. (3) Magnifying lens. (4) Box with three beam splitters. (5) High-resolution CMOS cameras. The micromodel is labeled A and the
inflow/outflow reservoirs are designated by B and C, respectively.
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connected to the corners of other islands.
So, the corner flow of wetting phase is not
possible. The only parts of the network
where the wetting phase stays connected
with the wetting phase reservoir are the
corners along the side boundaries of the
network. But, the flow through these side
boundary corners is quite limited, because
of their limited volume. Due to the absence
of corner flow, quasi-two-dimensional
micromodels exhibit a highly hysteretic
behavior. This limitation results in the wet-
ting phase getting disconnected, and hav-
ing a high irreducible saturation.

Another issue with PDMS is that it may
swell when in contact with nonpolar
organic liquids, and it may deform under
the pressure of liquids. The swelling effect
limits the choice of fluids that can be used
in experiments. In our case, water and Fluo-
rinert do not cause any swelling of PDMS.

The deformation of PDMS under pressure can affect the laminar flow profile and pressure distribution
within the channels. This effect was examined by Gervais et al. [2006] in shallow microfluidic channels. They
came up with a dimensionless number for assessing the significance of this deformation, depending on the
pressure drop along a channel, its width and height, and the Young modulus of PDMS. Based on this dimen-
sionless number, we determined that the deformation of PDMS in our experiments can be neglected for
the range of pressures that we applied.

3. Transient Experiments

3.1. Experimental Procedure
The micromodel was initially saturated with the wetting phase, namely Fluorinert (FC-43), at atmospheric
pressure. Because we worked with gauge pressure, this was considered to be zero pressure. The pressure of
the nonwetting phase (i.e., water) reservoir was increased to a specific value, large enough in order to cause
the primary drainage of Fluorinert. The nonwetting phase started to enter the pore network, displacing the
wetting phase. The spatial configuration of the fluids in the micromodel was continuously monitored. The
drainage step was ended when the nonwetting phase broke through the wetting phase reservoir, and no
change in the saturation was observable. Then, the pressure of the nonwetting phase reservoir was reduced
to zero, causing main imbibition to occur. After primary drainage and main imbibition, a number of scan-
ning experiments were performed. We performed two sets of experiments with two imposed nonwetting
phase reservoir pressures: 6300 and 9500 Pa. During a transient displacement experiment with constant res-
ervoir pressures, the flow velocity and thus capillary number changed continuously. These pressures
resulted in the following maximum capillary number values: 2 3 1025 and 6 3 1025, respectively. We have
to point out that the initial intention was to go to even higher capillary numbers. But, this required higher
pressures which would deform the micromodel. Also, the displacement process would become too fast for
the visualization setup to capture sufficient number of images for the processing results to be trustworthy.
All experiments were conducted in a constant-temperature room at 21�C.

3.2. Data Processing
3.2.1. Pc-Sw-awn Surface
The acquired images were analyzed with IDL software package (IT&T Visual Information Solutions) to calcu-
late local capillary pressure, saturation, and the specific interfacial area between Fluorinert and dyed water.
In planar view, the two fluid phases were easily identified (see Figure 2). Thus, with image analysis, the aver-
age fluid saturation for an REV could be determined.

Figure 2. Image from a part of the pore network where phases and interfa-
ces are clearly identifiable. Triangular elements are solid phase; light-
colored pores are filled with the wetting phase (Fluorinert); dark-colored
pores are filled with water dyed with ink; interfaces are designated with a
number.
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Interfaces were identified as two-dimensional arcs. For each fluid-fluid interface, the position of the apex
and the two points where it touched the walls of the pore network were identified. Then, a circle was fitted
to these three points. The radius of the fitted circle was considered to give the radius of planar curvature of
the interface. The width of the flow channel was calculated as the chord of the fitted circle. The length of an
interface was calculated in two ways; either as the length of the arc within the pore, or as the length of a
sequence of line segments, formed by pixels, identified directly in the image. These two lengths were com-
pared so as to have an extra way of testing the accuracy of fitting. In Figure 2, an example of identified
interfaces is shown.

Also, the contact angle between the meniscus and the wall was determined from the images. Under static

conditions, all menisci that were in direct contact with the wetting phase reservoir had almost the same

contact angle; nearly 4�. But, under transient conditions, the contact angles varied in time and space and

depended on whether drainage or imbibition was occurring. Under drainage, the values of contact angle

varied from 4� to 40�, while for imbibition, they varied from 65� to 100� .

In order to test the efficiency of our phase segmentation routine, we performed independent static experi-

ments in a single capillary. We measured fluid pressures with transducers and calculated capillary pressure.

We also calculated the value of capillary pressure based on image processing. The average difference

between values of capillary pressure obtained with the two methods was less than 3%.

As explained above, the planar curvature radius, denoted by r1, was determined from images for each and
every interface. This was then used to calculate the contact angle from the following relation:

cos h5
w

2r1
(6)

where w is the pore width. We assumed that the contact angle h was the same in both directions. Therefore,
the in-depth radius of curvature was obtained from the following equation:

r25
d

2cos h
(7)

where d is the pore depth. Substitution of these radii of curvature in the Young-Laplace equation resulted
in the following expression for local capillary pressure:

pc5r �
�

1
w

1
1
d

�
� w

r1
(8)

The area of a single interface was calculated from the following equation, whose derivation is given in
Appendix A:

A5
w � d

cos 2h
�
�

p
2

2h

�2

(9)

Then, the average fluid-fluid specific interfacial area for an REV was calculated as follows:

awn5
Awn

VREV
5

XN

i51
Ai

W � L � d
(10)

where W 5 5 mm and L 5 7 mm are the overall width of the pore network and length of an REV, respec-
tively; N is the total number of interfaces within the REV at a given time.

Then, the average capillary pressure of the collection of all interfaces within an REV was calculated as
follows:

Pc5

XN

i51
pc

i � AiXN

i51
Ai

(11)

Average saturation, average specific interfacial area, and average capillary pressure were determined for
moving averaging windows (REVs) with dimensions 5 mm by 7 mm at any given time, and for each drain-
age, imbibition, and scanning experiment. At any given time during an event, the averaging window was
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moved along the pore network by 300 pixels, equal to 840 lm. This led to a large number of Pc-Sw-awn data
points, which allowed us to construct interfacial area surface (Pc-Sw-awn surface) under transient conditions.

3.2.2. Interfacial Area Production Term and Interfacial Conductivity
The macroscale evolution of fluid-fluid interfacial area is given by equations (3) and (4). In this section, we
explain how various terms in these equations are evaluated using image analysis; leading to the determina-
tion of Ewn , kwn, and wwn. As explained above, the specific interfacial area, awn, was determined as a function
of time and position along the pore network. So, @awn

@t could be calculated as a function of time and space.

Next, the macroscale velocity of interfaces was determined. To this end, first, the centroid of all interfaces
within the averaging window at any given time was calculated. Then, the macroscale interfacial velocity
was calculated as the time rate of change of the centroid:

wwn5
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i51
Awn

i
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������k112

 XN

i51
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wn
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i

!�����k
#

(12)

where xi is the x coordinate of the apex of the ith interface. The two terms inside the bracket are the cent-
roid of all interfaces within the averaging window at two consecutive time steps. Given the fact that the
mass density of interfaces was assumed to be constant, these are also the center of mass of all interfaces
within the averaging window. For approximation, (12) to be valid, we had to take small time steps so that
not many interfaces enter or leave the averaging window of interest during the time step.

With both awn and wwn known for all points along the micromodel, we calculated the divergence of product
of interfacial area and its velocity, @ða

wn wwnÞ
@x . For this term, we employed the following approximation:

@ðawnwwnÞ
@x

5
1
L

XN

i51

ðAwn
i wwn

i Þjdb2
XN

i51

ðAwn
i wwn

i Þjub

" #
(13)

where L is the length of the averaging window, and db and ub denote the downstream and upstream boun-
daries of the averaging window. With @ðawn wwnÞ

@x and @awn

@t known at any given time and position, we used
equation (3) to determine Ewn as a function of time and position.

Next, we consider coefficients kwn and wwn in equation (4). Following the approach of Joekar-Niasar and
Hassanizadeh [2011], wwn was determined from quasi-static experiments, where wwn was zero. Then, wwn

was obtained from the ratio of @awn

@x and @Sw

@x at various positions. Thereafter, with all terms in equation (4)
known, except kwn, we calculated it at various times and locations.

4. Results

4.1. Pc-S-Awn Surface
The results obtained by image processing were used to plot average capillary pressure-saturation curves as
well as average capillary pressure-saturation-specific interfacial area surfaces for the two sets of transient
experiments. These data were compared to results from static experiments, for the same pore network.

In Figure 3, data points for average capillary pressure and saturation obtained for the two series of dynamic
experiments as well as static experiments are shown.

The experimental data obtained under quasi-static conditions are shown in Figure 3a. The green dots in Fig-
ure 3b correspond to the set of transient experiments with maximum capillary number of 2 3 1025, and
the red dots in Figure 3c are from transient experiments with a maximum capillary number of 6 3 1025. In
Figure 3d, the three data sets are shown together. As it can be seen, with increase of capillary number, a
larger range of saturation could be reached.

Considering the maximum and minimum values of capillary pressure obtained under different conditions,
we observe that the hysteresis in capillary pressure-saturation data points is less pronounced at higher cap-
illary numbers. This is in agreement with the findings of Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh [2012], where a
dynamic pore network model was used.

As explained in the section 1, one of our aims was to determine whether interfacial area surfaces obtained
under quasi-static conditions coincide with transient interfacial area surface. In Figure 4, we plot the data
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points of saturation, average internal capillary pressure, and specific interfacial area (denoted as SIA in Fig-
ure 4) from transient imbibition and drainage experiments with a maximum capillary number of 2 3 1025

(note that the boundary pressure is fixed, which results in a variable flow rate). The resulting interfacial area
surface looks rough because the data points are simply linearly connected. A similar surface was obtained
for the set of experiments with a maximum capillary number of 6 3 1025, as well as for quasi-static experi-
ments. We performed a comparison of the three surfaces in the following manner.

To quantify the difference between transient and static surfaces, an interpolated interfacial area contour
map was prepared for all pairs of quasi-static capillary pressure-saturation data points, and was compared
to the two transient data sets. The results are shown in Figures 5a and 5b for Ca 5 2 3 1025 and 6 3 1025,
respectively. The interpolated contour map for specific interfacial area of static experiments is shown in the
background of the figures, where darker colors correspond to larger values of specific interfacial area. The
dots correspond to the ratio of the interfacial area measured under transient conditions, at a given Pc and
Sw, to the value of interfacial area obtained from the static map of the same Pc-Sw values. This ratio gives a
measure of how different static and transient surfaces are. The closer its value to unity, the smaller the dif-
ference between static and transient interfacial area surfaces is. The plotted points bear a color code; green
corresponds to a low ratio and red to a high ratio. As it can be seen in Figure 5, the range of data points for
transient experiments is not similar. The reason is that, we could not collect many data points for high satu-
rations during high capillary number experiments, because the process was too fast to control; so, the data
points for high capillary number cases are accumulated in a narrower range of saturation (0.5–0.7).

In Figure 6, the histogram of the distribution of ratios with respect to each dynamic process is shown. The
mean values for both distributions were calculated to be equal to unity. The variances of the distributions

Figure 3. Pc-Sw data points for the (a) quasi-static case, (b) low capillary number, (c) high capillary number, and (d) all-in-one.
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Figure 4. Pc-Sw-awn data points and the interpolated surface obtained during drainage and imbibition experiments, with nonwetting
boundary gauge pressures equal to 6300 Pa and 0 Pa, respectively (corresponding to a maximum capillary number of 2 3 1025). The color
code in the bar corresponds to the values for specific interfacial area.

Figure 5. Interfacial area obtained from transient experiments compared to quasi-static experiments, for (a) low and (b) high capillary
number experiments. The data points have a color code corresponding to the ratio of specific interfacial area obtained from transient sur-
face to the value obtained from quasi-static surface. The contour map on the background shows interpolated values of specific interfacial
based on quasi-static experiments.
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are 0.19, for the low capillary
number case, and 0.03, for the
high capillary number case.
The main difference in the var-
iances is the limited range of
data points obtained for the
high capillary number case, as
mentioned earlier. This makes
it obvious that the three surfa-
ces do not collapse to a single,
unique surface.

From the interpretation of
Figures 5 and 6, along with
thorough examination of
individual images, we made
the following observations,
which explain the difference

between the surfaces. Under primary drainage conditions, the specific interfacial area values in both
transient cases are smaller than the quasi-static value at the same capillary pressure and saturation.
But, with decrease of saturation, and within the main loop of capillary pressure-saturation curves, the
specific interfacial area under transient conditions is equal to, or higher, than under quasi-static con-
ditions. Under imbibition conditions, the nonwetting phase would get disconnected. For the same
saturation, with increasing capillary number, the nonwetting phase would form an increasingly larger
number of disconnected blobs. For a larger number of blobs, specific interfacial area will be larger,
deviating significantly from the quasi-static case.

One would expect the average capillary pressure under primary drainage to be at least equal to, if not
higher than, the average entry capillary pressure of the pores and throats of the pore network. Instead, the
average capillary pressure measured for primary drainage under transient conditions was lower than the
one under quasi-static conditions. The reason is that under quasi-static conditions, all interfaces are at rest
with the maximum possible curvature dictated by the boundary pressures. However, under transient condi-
tions, all the interfaces do not have the same curvature at a given time. As soon as the curvature of an inter-
face is large enough to fill new pores, the interfaces behind it get relaxed and this causes decrease of
curvature at the interfaces. Thus, in average, a pressure lower than the entry capillary pressure is possible
during primary drainage.

By identifying the moving interfaces for which the wetting phase was directly connected to its reservoir, we
found that the average capillary pressure of these interfaces was close to the externally applied one (figure
not shown here). But the average capillary pressure obtained for all other interfaces was lower.

During main imbibition, the interfaces that are located at the invading front can relax and their capillary
pressure drops, while the interfaces which are located away from the front do not yet react to this change,

Figure 7. Interfacial velocity plotted versus saturation and its rate of change.
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Figure 6. The histogram of the distribution of ratio of interfacial areas from transient experi-
ments to static experiments for two different capillary numbers. The horizontal axis shows
the ratio. The vertical axis gives the relative frequency.
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since the high viscous forces will not allow for spon-
taneous relaxation, and these maintain their capillary
pressure. Eventually, parts of the nonwetting phase
become disconnected, and form interfaces which
are under high capillary pressure. This leads to an
average capillary pressure under main imbibition
which is higher than the one under static conditions.

During drainage scanning steps after main imbibi-
tion, the disconnected nonwetting phase reconnects

quite fast. As soon as the nonwetting phase reconnects, the wetting phase saturation decreases, but the
average capillary pressure does not increase drastically. Because of reconnection, the nonwetting phase
propagates into the pore network as it grows in volume. So, the nonwetting phase is present and con-
nected in the pores and throats without having to overcome the entry pressures. In a short time, it
reaches the wetting phase reservoir, and then there is no reason for further increase of the average capil-
lary pressure, since there is a connected path from the nonwetting reservoir to the outlet of the
micromodel.

4.2. Production Term and Interfacial Velocity
As explained earlier, the application of the moving averaging window (see section 3.2) to the acquired
images led to the calculation of Sw, awn, and wwn as a function of time and space. This allowed us to calcu-
late the right side of equation (3), namely the net rate of production of interfacial area, Ewn, as well as the
material coefficients in equation (4), and plot them as a function of saturation and/or its rate of change.
Results for the experiments with a maximum capillary number of 2 3 1025 are plotted below and
explained.

First, consider the macroscale interfacial velocity, wwn, plotted in Figure 7 as a function of Sw and @Sw

@t . The
resulting surface is rough because we have simply connected the data points to each other linearly. Fitting
of the experimental data resulted in the following approximate equation:

wwn52ðaSw 22bSw2cÞ � @Sw

@t
(14)

where the values for the fitting parameters a, b, c, are given in Table 1.

From Figure 7, we can see that as the saturation starts to become less than one, macroscale velocity (shown
by black dots) increases, reaching its maximum value at intermediate saturations. As saturation continues
decreasing, interfacial velocity decreases too, eventually reaching zero. This behavior is due to the increased
possibility for the creation of invasion sites (and movement of interfaces) at intermediate saturations. When
saturation is close to one, or to the residual wetting phase saturation, there are not many pores available to
be invaded, thus the interfacial velocity goes to zero. As saturation starts to decrease, more pores become
available to be filled with the nonwetting phase. This causes the interfacial velocity to increase. At interme-
diate saturation, it reaches its maximum value. As saturation continues to decrease, fewer pores become

Table 1. The Fitting Parameters for the Macroscale Interfacial
Velocity, Along With R2, Are Given for the Experiment With a
Maximum Capillary Number of 2 3 1025

Parameter Value (m)

a 2.44 3 1022

b 3.86 3 1022

c 8.9 3 1023

R2 5 0.99

Figure 8. Interfacial production term plotted versus saturation and its rate of change.
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available to be invaded. This causes
the interfacial velocity to decrease,
eventually reaching zero. The same
general behavior was observed for
experiments at higher capillary num-
ber, with the only difference being
that the interfacial velocity was larger
for higher capillary numbers, as
expected.

Next, the interfacial production term
Ewn, is plotted as a surface against Sw

and @Sw

@t in Figure 8, and then sepa-
rately versus Sw and versus @Sw

@t , as
shown in Figure 9.

The data could be nicely fitted with
the following formula:

Ewn52ðeSw2fSw 22gÞ � @Sw

@t
(15)

where the fitting coefficients e, f, g are
given in Table 2. One has to keep in
mind that the empirically fitted equa-
tions (14) and (15) are only valid for
the given range of saturations (from
0.35 to 1) and for the specific pore
network.

The experimental results obtained for
interfacial velocity and interfacial pro-
duction term are qualitatively in
accordance with the findings of Joe-

kar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh [2011]. In their work, they also found that the production term and interfacial
velocity have a linear dependency on the rate of change of saturation, and they show a parabolic depend-
ency on saturation.

Finally, the material coefficients wwn and kwn, which appear in the interface equation of motion, were calcu-
lated. Results are plotted against saturation in Figure 10. The relationships between wwn and kwn are also
qualitatively the same as those obtained by Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh [2011] from pore-network
modeling.

5. Conclusions

This is the first experimental work enabling us to study the role of interfacial area as a separate state vari-
able in two-phase flow under transient flow conditions. Also, new variables such as interfacial velocity,
material coefficients, and interfacial production rate are determined. By using an elongated PDMS micromo-
del, the hypothesis that capillary pressure-saturation-specific interfacial area data points should form a

unique surface for drainage and imbibition under
quasi-static and transient flow conditions has been
investigated. In our analyses, the macroscale capil-
lary pressure has been defined based on averages of
the capillary pressure of individual menisci, which is
calculated from the curvature of the interfaces.
Observations show that with the increase of capillary
number, the difference between drainage and imbi-
bition curves (i.e., capillary hysteresis) decreases

Figure 9. Production term plotted versus (a) saturation and (b) rate of change of
saturation.

Table 2. The Fitting Parameters for Production Term, Along
With R2, are Given for the Experiment With a Maximum Capil-
lary Number of 2 3 1025

Parameter Value (m21)

e 8.7 3 1025

f 2.9 3 1024

g 5.6 3 1024

R2 5 0.99
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significantly. Note that this effect is dif-
ferent from the behavior of Pn-Pw under
transient conditions.

For a given capillary number, it seems
that a unique Pc-Sw-awn surface can be
fitted to drainage and imbibition data
points. However, there is a significant
difference between transient and quasi-
static surfaces. This means that one
interfacial area surface cannot suffi-
ciently describe two-phase flow under
transient and quasi-static conditions.
There is a number of possible causes for
this mismatch that require further analy-
sis. In the original theory developed by
Hassanizadeh and Gray [1990], it was
assumed that the phases are always con-
tinuous. While, in our micromodel
experiments, disconnection of the non-
wetting phase is a dominant process.
Furthermore, in general, the interfacial
areas between the solid and the two
fluid phases should be also included in
the capillarity theory. Those are not con-
sidered here. Also, our results are domi-
nated by the limitations of our two-
dimensional micromodel and the topol-
ogy of its pore network. Similar studies
need to be performed for porous media
of a more general nature.

This is the first time that the material coefficients appearing in the equation of balance of interfacial
area and interfacial motion equation are determined experimentally. We have compared our results to
those obtained by Joekar-Niasar and Hassanizadeh [2011] from pore-network modeling. Although the
absolute values of parameters are different, as expected, their relationship with saturation are very
much the same.

Appendix A

In Figure A1, a schematic of an interface between the wetting and the nonwetting phase in a capillary
tube is presented. The capillary tube has a rectangular cross section with width w and depth d. We
assume that the interface has two principal radii. Let r1 be the radius of curvature in planar view, and r2 in
the perpendicular direction (not shown in Figure 1). We denote the contact angle between the two
phases by h.

From Figure A1, we obtain the following equation:

r15
w

2 � cos h
(A1)

r25
d

2 � cos h
(A2)

From young-Laplace equation for capillary pressure, we have:

pc5r �
�

1
r1

1
1
r2

�
(A3)

Substituting for r1 and r2, we find:

Figure 10. Material coefficients (a) wwn and (b) kwn plotted versus saturation.
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pc52r �
�

1
w

1
1
d

�
� cosh (A4)

Finally, by substituting cosh from equa-
tion (A1), we get an expression for local
capillary pressure in terms of known
constants (r and d) or variables
obtained from image processing
(w and h):

pc5r �
�

1
w

1
1
d

�
� w

r1
(A5)

The area of an interface is given by the
product of the two arc lengths. In this
case, the two arc lengths are given by
the following equations:

L15r1 � 2 �
�

p
2

2h

�
(A6)

and

L25r2 � 2 �
�

p
2

2h

�
(A7)

Then, the local interfacial area is equal to:

Awn5L1 � L254 � r1 � r2 �
�

p
2

2h

�2

(A8)

By substituting in equation (A8), the expressions for r1 and r2 from equations (A1) and (A2), respectively, we
get and equation for local interfacial area where all parameters are either known, or can be calculated by
image processing.

Awn5
w � d

cos 2h
�
�

p
2

2h

�2

(A9)
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